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Aches Of Love
Aches of love
To tell you or not to tell
Oh oh, the sun shines, on my chestnut hair
So sweet so bright
Her banana's hair sleeps on my olive's eyes
Snowy beams dance around
I am lost in a deep ocean
I dunno!
That, I sleep on dark ocean or blue sky
I see her everywhere
Her warm softy smile hunted me
Tipsy or blessed!
I dunno, do you know?
Parwin Jadan
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Adieu Hazy
Now, all world
In birthday
There is adeath day
Farewell world
Farewell world
Adieu Adieu Adieu
Loin is my king
Adieu hatred
Adiue hatred
Welcome warm love
Welcome love
Hoho I am kidding
I am gonaa eat fried egg
And celebrate my birthday
Dancing praying playing
Only only love games
Work hard you see your result
Only by The One Power
Parwin Jadan
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Agony To Light
Cold Dark Black
Night alone astray
At a grey lake
Agony inside!
Woe, how far how long!
To be home
Light snow told me a story
To look and see
All of a sudden, I hear
A mantra of flock of ducks
They look cozy and cool
Then, I walked and smiled
When the dawn breathed
I found the way
To hope and dream
Parwin Jadan
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Anna Is Waiting Behind The Window
Can any body sing this song?
Fairy Anna my heart without you
Like grey cold aches flying by feral storm
hey fellow
How much I am bored without her
Hey my girl with brown long her
You hunted my heart
and I don't know how?
like the sky is hold and up without poles
I beg u my girl come silently
come after the mid night
wearing a the white sleeping gown
your hair is free
bare don't make up your self
Be like the newborn babies
Don't walk Anna!
Run when I catch you
I wanna listen to your fast breathes
I want to get warm from the heat comes from your burning body
don't knock the door I know u are coming from the knocking of my heart
Oh please don't be late
and come right now
or else u will be late
might be another day
while u r wearing a black dress
heely black shoes
at that time no one will answer
only a white stone
Even though, your coming
Gonna be like the heavy cloud, Alas…
Parwin Jadan
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Ardent Amour
Ardent Amour
Oh, dame
Wear your white gown and bloom
Pass to your groom
Hey, charming witch
Let me be your magical broom
Soar over cemetery and castles
At that time, my glassy flower
My sweet chamomile
I will hold you in my glowing arms
Kiss your wandering lips!
Hum, tough kiss!
Akin to how peak of the mountain
Kissing the pinky clouds
I will touch your foaming breast
Just like the icy rain, babe
Kiss you so long as a hungry bee
Hush! Ah cry not I will never stop
My wet mermaid
Beg not!
I am fish breathing under hot water
I adore your glimmering eyes
Open, close like wonderland book
Don't be afraid!
I will give my pleasure
like wind at summer's night
I adore that smell
The smell after the rain
Now Ladylove
Let us hug like bears
Have full asleep
And dream about,
Our Happy Doom
Parwin Jadan
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Ashes Of Vapor Soul
Hazy is demolished
as a castle of hopes and dreams
blaze of hate and haughty lady
Blow up her fatal fury
to the smiley shepherd
that he has no gold no pearl
only a voice of paradise
face of heaven walk of wind
Every time I sing to my much-loved
Turns her back as peacock
so much proud to not let her ears
touched by thunders attacks
Every time I dance for her sunny smile
she stares at me
as if I am a slave
and want it to step on my water eyes
By the by I dance I sing I play as a clown of mad town
For no body for no one for nothing
Just to my sheep for the wet grass rainy sky
To waterfall coming to stars bright
To night's serene
To day's light
Airs kisses
Sea's secrets
Oceans sublime
Fire shine
Snow's breaths
To the grey patient mountains
For animals laugh and cries
Soul fostered by olives figs and dates
Tunes whispers waves harp and lute
Hazy wondered
Who can slay haze's misty soul
that not afraid of anything
who can turn off the world's light by his odium?
At that time I will bury my sanguine steam
Parwin Jadan
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Ashy Eagle
Tears of rain
Wind of death
Cold breath
Frozen heart
Clouds of pain
Black cat's flying
Smokes of burnt soul
Blinded foggy watered eyes
Floods of bloody tears
Drawn heart of fountain 's sorrows
On wild tigers golden lions and silver wolfs riding the sky
Care about nobody
Think about no one
Open the magical windows of life
Crush doors of happiness
With mountain smile
Parwin Jadan
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Astray In Languor
In a never-ending wasteland
Hazy naked from his soul
Naked from his verdant heart
Eyes blocked as old tomb
Legs broken as dead tree
Squashed back as iron pole
Hands locked as old hospital
Mind stolen as old song
Heart scorched in inferno pot
Soul away in break
Vacant sea
Bare ocean
Ate tan yellow mushroom
but, oh alas soul is not mine
can't let go as cozy mother
Ennui slap haze's body as hog
Sun take Haze's soul in burn
Let my water soul burn
Cause it is with her love
That burn is Hazy rapture
To dream and rain dance
As joker open all the ways of agonies
Parwin Jadan
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Clown Plays On A Watch
Clown Plays on a watch
I will make time to stop
Alter hours to please and ease
I am very strong
Make all move and rove
Seconds to jump
Minutes to love and song
Look at me!
Glare in my water eyes
I am stronger than your speed
Might make me stop?
Oh, never you haughty time
I am going to make cry and wail
Shut up!
I hate your serious sounds
If you know what I am, you will stop!
See who I Am!
Turn bad to good in glimpse
Turn tears and aches
To dances and smiles
When I go others will come
Battery runs off
But, my soul will go on
Walk with wind
To the End
Parwin Jadan
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Dancing Harlequin
hey hey
come come and let's go
come with me
walk with me
chums let me tell you my story
my love to you sunny lass
my icy eyes will melt
by your burning eyes
when the sun raises
all will remember
my memories
MY SILENCE DREAMS
my beautiful voice
my laughter my dances
this songs like river will not stop
I love you sunny lass
my icy eyes will melt
by your burning eyes
and my love to you will spring every time
you see a tree or bee
fellows remember me
all the farms and road will tell about
my amour for the whole life...
in 12-5-2008
Parwin Jadan
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Day Or Night
Day or Night
Hooh hoo, lah lah
Hey all, you have to listen to me
There is no white or black
Coffee or tea the essence is water
All the colors are so bright
There is not rich or poor
Up or down
light nor dark
raven or dove they fly
fire or water
trees come form water
fire comes form trees
green from timber
what at most! love and faith
believe in all you got a goal
good soul make all
life is Ecstasy
river or mere the sprite is water
you see only dark without light
yea, again I, say
There is no long nor short
nay mole nor tiger
what you make or what you do
is the real core!
Believe is allay
Who knows?
Who work?
Who is jolly?
Can know
All, Comes from mud
Back to dust
Not ant nor elephant
Dead seeds br&#305; ng b&#305; g trees
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L&#305; ttle bee g&#305; ves flowery honey
Look at, the milky fluffy cloud
Once brown cocoa cloud
But, at last they born Radiant Rain
Parwin Jadan
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Departing Station
To the peasant patient weary wan woman
Alas, I never thought one day,
I will visit the village
And find you as a grave
Woe, who will greets me nice welcome?
Who will present me hot cup of tea mildly?
Who will give white bread?
Ah, your faithful dog gonna wonder
When you left!
Alas, I lament and say
(a tune of flute plays on that song)
Death is at hand so close or hide in a blow
Like thunder bolt
Knock any door
Jump from any window
Call in any morn
Drags you out off gloomy chimney
Steal your shadow away
If you planted fine deeds
River runs deep
If you planted evil deeds
Fire burns bite
'Time to go home', he says
If you sawed happiness
And smiled in tired faces
You will be well remembered and loved
But, if you sawed sadness and tears
In others heart
you will gain hate and pain
when, you're traveling away
they bid you happy farewell
weaving goodbye 'you are leaving, but we are coming'
the dropp or rain falls from sky
backs to the Blue
made by mud sleeps in dust
The ringing bell or passionate pray
to gets on the train plane or boat.
You still wait and stay
for the Open Tomorrow
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If you were Cruel
even ground will lock her heart with frost will not allows to live in it
if you were human,
Spring will embrace like your mother
Vicious human will die alone
Spider webs will coffin him
At his funereal owls and bats will through a Bouquet of rats on his tomb
Some will rest under oak trees
Wind blows gently on them
Others will burn in
under the sun's heat
hah, what a grill's party!
Even in death,
There is hope of what's Next?
Parwin Jadan
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Destiny
Summer is short
Winter is long
Autumn is close
Spring is a dream
And the swing is walking
She was like moon
On the water face
You were a grey shadow
And I dropped inside
That dark deeps
Parwin Jadan
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Flames Of Love
Flames of Love
A Forlorn Cemetery;
nearby a sneaky river
A tale of a lad,
who Sat a fire in a dark night
Blessed by her gleam
Blinded by her glow
So, Love is power or Desire
You may wonder?
But love is fire make you fly over
Your wings wind up
Grow to be larger
The cherry fire grants you warmth, safe and heat
This orange fire penetrate your eye
Secret reveals
Every time you stare in her fair hair
Hop up and down to stir you up
All around moving jumping
Her sexy walking
Like mountains shadows
Waves of quake
Weaving me like wool
Merely you see Her hot gust
you forget everything by her beams
When, she is coming across
so cozy and bright
Kiss your tame lips with her snaky tongue
All pleasures you watch
through her white and grey fumes
You view paradise inside
The moment she hug and blast
Our cuddling become stronger,
longer and bigger
the more you burn
more satisfied to stand along
our hums and whispers
Our soft hums and whispers makes neighbor Mantis jealous of us
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The wild gust hurl
Gleam of hope to glow more
At the night tail
Then, time is on! to rest in peace
Rapidly, Burglar wind stole
Our making love cinders
toward the Sea
After that, the sun steamed,
you and me, baby!
to become two wondering clouds
shaking hands in the sky
we will cry to born
vivid flowers as well as,
Palms trees to tower
Parwin Jadan
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Frosty Eyes
Alas, my crony sheep
Why you leave my alone?
My eyes become lost clouds
L&#305; ght&#305; ng and thunder&#305; ng
It rained Ashes
My sorrows and pains
Hunted my heart
She travelled l&#305; ke a w&#305; nd
Set a f&#305; re &#305; n my breaths
My cold clouds snow frozen
She went away
I became a faraway fog
Don't come back my dim dreams
Parwin Jadan
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Happy Night
Happy Night
I love you a lot
Hey night I love you and you love
So much
So, why they call me
Owl guy
No, I am not
Beautiful night is like
A black pen made of ebony mask
And write on the white day papers
So why you call me so
Bury man I AM
Parwin Jadan
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Hazy Is Underwater
Hazy is Underwater
Do you know what's that voices?
Hidden I am
Behind a tree or rock
Hidden I am in the sky or the sun
On a frosty cloud
Kiss you by the wind
Hidden I am in the snow
I come back to life
when you enter my eyes
I always see you
why I am hidden?
Cause I lived
all my life hidden
If I laughed or cried, you will not know
Aye, your beauty kills me
So I hide in a grave
under my sheep
You can't notice
Blinded by her beauty
my chum complaint that 'I am a rat'
River says, 'loony! you're a bat'
My sheep call me 'chicken! '
My chant and croon going to chase her
Embrace you every time
She climbs the hill
I disappear when I hear
your red shoes hammering
The hidden mushroom
comes after the rain
I Am
Hidden like seed
Hidden like shell
Need a wave to catch you
Hidden AS pearl
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Hidden behind the mountain
But Only Behind the Hill
Hazy's Hill
Parwin Jadan
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Hazy's Ballad
The Jealousy flu
Sanguine Hazy
Hazy and the sleepy bashful pomegranates
A fig tree born from whispers of the cave
Olive trees juiced from the solidity of pallid mountain
After a vivid rain
Before that was a fight between grey and white blur
Eagle tiger lion vapors speaking together
Hazy can't sleep, his jubilant sheep telling him a story to put him to asleep
The Glitter Cockroach and the Bushy Ogre

Once upon a time in The Pineapple Lands
Hazy; the herd canopied by his blond kitten his gorgeous princess Anella want
just to catch her shadow
Here is the whole tale happened at a throng cage
Mr. Cockroach can't work can't do only thinking of the others? ? ?
Wear old dusty clothes wear stolen jewels eat only balls of grime, ho ho ho
He has hot fellow Mr. Ogre womanizer adore doing things in night only at night
Sleeps a lot too a lot
To gawk at naked bodies and fetch fetish
Don't gape at morn or else you puke
After hard work soiree…
Query
One day the boss; cockroach puzzled why that hunky herd never get tired of
working priceless? After two hours of making up of dirt wearing his black-white
jacket under sugary-shirt calling:
Oh, dear Hazy mahy may oh lah lah no no how lucky you are no girlfriend to
think or to love or to feel I wish to be like you but. Alas I have a broken heart of
most beautiful princess in the world Lovana her grassy eyes palm walk umh
ebony hair drive me crazy, but you don't have anybody bother your heart you
work as donkey, man, as mole hum why? Listen I am your best friend who is in
that youthful pulp..?
Hazy looking up and down around talking to himself 'sometimes there secrets
man can't notify.'
The sitful cockroach stand up shouting
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Lonny kid so you are not human come-on
Who? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
That happy pretty lady ate your mind
Say her name and I let her genuflect beneath your fingers
Hazy staggered' I am a man can't trust '
Cockroach mind-boggling 'your brother is made of deep well like abyss.
Hazy 'you have promised me no one in the world must know! '
At that tick the cockroach eyes was playing merry go round, 'go ahead all human
like you and all knew that your bunch of sheep get lost yesterday from your off
mind and only eating carrots and apples! ! !
Hazy laughing 'Aha right fellow cause there was nothing to eat only this, it is not
from women, dear and only ate mint cause it is free on the tombs…humhhhh
Cockroach' yak how can you eat such thing?
Hazy as intelligence guy 'yea aye who is in your heart first Cockroach?
Cockroach' my dear group of yellow spiders told me 'Lovana follow me as
shadow'
Hazy who is Lovana?
Cockroach offffffff don't you know the little princess.
Hazy secretly smiling' so you are close on the road
Cockroach nauseatingly goggling at hazy harlequin form.
Hazy's cerulean heart quivering' never forget no body must know my cute
cockroach'
Cockroach trust me baby.
To satisfy the cockroach questing badly Hazy 'her sister'
Cockroach 'shame on you! Or you barmy you love the same one of mine'
Hazy stand up God forbear, the princess… the older one
Cocky stabbed 'oh you are never ever little oh you are so devil oh you took the
best one!
Hazy 'what best what? we are from different planet she from up and sun and me
from moon.
Cockroach 'Heheeee once her sister Lovana was in love with me in past follow me
as niggard always, but the jealousy Midi the white donkey split the heart from
the soul and the cow Anoka presented other noble guys but look dear Hazy
always be with me to see what the princess doing eating dancing chatting
thinking playing and reading, I am genius in such stuff? ?
Hazy' This is stupid games it's not my ways really I don't like that but why I can't
believe you?
Cockroach put some mire and Hazy wash his face 'Be with Me and the woman is
yours forever.
Hazy 'but, my lovely sheep? ? ?
Cockroach let aunt anti Mola care about them she is brawny, think about
yourself.
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Hazy oh Mr. cockroach your problem sweet pie! you think I am not happy I see
my love in every second I live.
Cockroach 'So no woman can't bear your fancy world
be factual ha ha ha you never find playful times you are as old old old tiger can't
hunt anymore…'
Hazy 'Nay, but I am hungry I work a lot so I need to eat spinach parsley and
Jew's Malta.
Cockroach 'No no no food just watch and see what they are doing, baby.
Hazy surrendered well, I give all my dreams songs heart imagination
feeling/interrupting him Cockroach 'shush you must tell me the details is the way
to their heart lad, now let me decorate you as nobleman until princess Anella
notice you'
'Let's stalk as prince slowly we have very long time very long time to (the Mud
hut) there is this odor make you glad urine for wash and stool for make up
there our thoughts walk.
Hazy at the name of princess Anella decided to bear everything to get his love
and the poor boy turned as yoyo accompany the glimmer cockroach.
SWAYED
One in a sunny day hey day they met the Ogre is yawing want to be messenger
of looks letters
Asking 'What's wrong with you Hazy oh, you are very handsome and soapy
brown hair as wave oliva damn eyes you what are you doing?
Hazy working in the meadows climbing mountain singing dancing the bear dance
I live in very happy times cause I am alive.
Ogre and cockroach make a dam front of princess Anella an Lovana and their
safeguard elephant hippo if any mouse or turtle going to look or watch.
DUMMY HAZY
Day after day hazy became as marionette doing what they say as obedient slave
and all he gets from the secret attic feed it to his new accompany gave it to
them.
Every time they come just across the Vital Castle hazy eyes turn to a clouds
without drops.
Ogre and cockroach always chew the fat each other by the sewer gutter for hours
and hazy, too
About how that fool be patient all that time?
How can he believe this fake play and illusions and never get upset or angry or
even be lunatic?
Blaze the Heart
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They build a plan an orphan youth make a relation with Anella to break Hazy's
heart this gossip turned hazy upside down forget all his life and anger and
jealousy make him put dust in his own eyes to not see Anella again and become
as silent rock.
All the pineapple folks hated him cause he turned sloth burned with rage and
anger can't sing even though he was only hurl his pain to God.
JUGGLER
Ogre and cockroach sucks Hazy's own blood and Hazy has no appetite for food
only having water to keep him alive waiting for his relieve.

Aunt Mola; Hazy's relative
Sick sheep get lost cause he slept in spider's web and flu disease attacks all the
people of pineapple's lands
Aunt Mola mourn 'where is the tornado herd? Weeping and her eyes become very
weak cause she is doing what the young herd have done before of planting trees
fixing the houses healing the ill people by the green tea lemon herbs.
Mute in the party
Everybody left Hazy alone in the storm of hate jealousy and control
All and sundry knows the whole plague came from Mr. Ogre and the boss, so no
one can help the poor herd even Hazy's old fellow Hoary; was busy in the Cocoa
Tavern of birds and rabbits.
ENNUI
Boredom eating the boss and the ogre and said
'you freak coward you can't help us you care not about us just as dupe drinking
water and here we are suffering and you always silent can't help your own friend
what a friend you are? ? ? ho ho ha
Hazy 'look I am not afraid but I respect her majesty to not bother they by my
present.
The boss said' after two years making me waiting you don't care about me only
your silence putting me crazy.
VALIANT
Hazy as brave leader catch Princess Lovana's noble hand and showed all his
friend Cockroach love to Lovana even he is blind show all his knowledge and
talents for his friends at that time princess Anella thought that her favorite herd,
who used to sing for her from far valley in love with her own sister Lovana and
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the war start to eat her heart as volcano and Hazy doing his best to show others
love to beautiful princess Lovana felt happy with such hunky guy dancing around
as little girl saw
Santa clause cause she didn't find anybody as true as Hazy.
HEARSAY
Tittle-tattle buzz scandal peppered that hazy is madly in love with Lovana.
And all his mind is mixed with Anella who hate him more than when she loved his
tone.

ACCUSE
Hazy thought he won the war and turned to a clown of jollies watch himself at
the mirror for hours and cockroach and ogre asked frogs help to know what Hazy
passions and knew it fro a pieces of broken mirror.
Hazy deliberation that Lovana told Anella that Hazy is real man youthful noble
and praised hazy front of her but the play went down and sunk because Anella's
ill-thinking is that Lavana is in love with Hazy
In the back yard castle, cockroach said that His love doesn’t has attention or
consideration to the boss or admiration that Lovana gives the whole care to you
Hazy might she is in love with you, Hazy?

CHALLENGE
Hazy never ever say that this impossible and I am going to prove it for you my
best friend wait and see.
Hazy spending long time in hut cockroach Ogre locks hus hair as noble blood as
high elite class wearing bracelet putting perfumes from uncle Mosha's market
On the red edge the pineapple lands went and Anti Mola left and Hazy's cottage
turned to a trash
The rally getting longer and longer for the favor of Mr. cockroach who is trying to
dash hazy to the pit shift
While Anella depressed that happy hazy escort the dirtiest creatures in the world
and want to tell such folks about her that what put her in anger and jealousy,
too.
THE SPANK
Hoary felt about Hazy's idiocy and slap him and said
Everything is odd you odd not the hazy I knew who faced the world with no cloth
no form only bold cobalt heart now, you like fop as others I run from such model
always talking to mirror are you losing your sane you even don't visit me any
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longer what's wrong? Con.
Hazy can't let others suffer for him went madly to put dust more in his eyes.
RANCOR
Devil cockroach never ever let Hazy and Anella meet by poisoning Hazy's heart
that Lovana who care's about Hazy.
BOOBY TRAP
At Hazy's birthday cockroach brought a brilliant gift for hazy and hazy for the
first time someone present a gift in the castle front of Anella own sight but Anella
is cheated by wolves games Hazy with strong will want to confess all for the
princess even if he died
White clouds black clouds sun playing hide and seek wind walking with Hazy
Cockroach what a form what a style to see your Anella today I am going to
introduce you to the princess Anella as you have done for me before to know that
I am your best friend
Hazy' As you wish even you didn't do that you are my best friend'
Cockroach' so you don't need me '
Hazy' Not really but let God judge I believe a lot in his fair.
Cockroach 'OOOOffffffffffffffffffffffffffff………..if you didn't listen to my dispirit with
Lovana.
EMERALD'S BIRTHDAY
Sky curved to a negro grey heaven raining angrily roads getting cleaner
thunder's bolt striking
In the room of worm snakes, snails and bugs cockroach gave red poisoned sugar
Hazy said 'thank you now I am going to sing for my birthday!
Cockroach pleased while hazy chocking and the boss laughing he is dying but
Hoary put in Hazy's sack bottle of water when he drink it he felt better little
Cockroach let me lock your hair
Hazy if I looked the whole world no body cares about me as you Glitter good
friend thanks!
Cockroach' don't thank me I am your brother let make you up as groom in his
first night.
Hazy common don't say that that make me want to piss
While he is cheerful and plucking Haze's hair no man I love three white curls.
Cockroach' shame on you three white hair in your head what if the princess saw
it hum? ? ?
Hazy 'love doesn't think about such things it is soul sympathetic'
Cockroach ' Women care about the polished form'
Hazy 'yea it's work for some but the true women needs care love kind word
warm touch to equal men in same handling sharing appreciate'
Cockroach 'From which donkey you save this words huh Hazy' From nature care
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about her seed fine weather day after day you get the wheat harvest
Cockroach' In reality this is garbage let me put eye nobles lines for you' coals
powder' hazy felt as knives going in his eyes then he wash it and God gifted hazy
with sea's eyes and knew at that jiffy who is his real enemy and he accompanied
a pig but not for sure yet

FOE
It is raining as flood is invading
In the castle's garden Anella's holding an umbrella guards around her but she is
wailing with sorrows Hazy just looking up and behind him backbite with nails
dirt's dead hair sucking his blood and he almost faint and agony moment dancing
Hazy saw black sturdy eagle roving as his soul and felt that Anella went under
the rain to die as queen not as slave Hazy smashed the cockroach in one blow
then run as tiger to save his beloved swimming in the flood to get his own heart
who was coming across to save her heart too
At the Lantern Hall
Souls whispering words slept and felt as a little born baby and someone feed him
milk banana cookies as new pen new book new house and all world become
flowers pinky red white green black blue and rainbow smiled brown carpet.
After the rain cockroach came didn't died yet touching and kissing Anella's white
fingers and asking Anella how's she but Anella knew what He is so didn't care
about smashed cockroach
REFURBISH
On the way to haze's cottage he realized the bitter taste of truth burned the
black memory of old friends washed his cottage worked a lot cleaned all sewer
with limes and oranges peels can't stop then lamenting in regret and repent of
his awful sins
Hazy can't cry anymore
Just sitting alone
Regret sucks his mind
Went bare foot on the snow
sleep in water
Angry went angry went away
Only why? Why? Why?
I damn trust trust in a devil friend like
Friend is only nature flower animal floods volcano quakes thunders Angels
But not in masks, now I am going to sing the last song and see what going to
happen
Traveling away traveling away
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Smiles with me not sad cause I always live with my second divided from the
moment I born and in paradise we might meet that depend on my deeds chums
Flute harp playing tapping drums
Doves came as seesaw
The result of red black white cat candies
Strange I am but everywhere I sing from my sanguine heart this song
Oh ho ho oha ho ho ha ha ha hammmmmmmmmmmmmm
Wise white man I am not mad
Wise white man
I am mad to live love
Mad to give to live and light the world in peace
Doctor butcher pills can't stop the heart to beat to read and lead I do respect you
I do respect you
As much the sky is raised and sea exist and open
No no one in the world can say that hazy is nutty
I am mad yes I am mad I am mad only for working working working
Heaven and earth sing dance as white tiger
Past is dead as tomb R.I.P
Grey writing on it always save it in mind
Evil rest burn in hell
Aid hour
Sheep jumped from the valley
Turn on the moon little moon
Light sun
One group of real flock
Comeback as dream
On white cloud
Dancing all joined hands circle dance
As one book
The green cover
The white begging
The black hours
No end
Always open rive
Big verdant valley
AID
Pineapple lands welcomed him as prince
And forget that he was absent from truth
Absent from his believe
From the milting eyes of Anella
Hoary took him to accept everything cause power is to let devil loves you and
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never ever get you and without jealousy some can't improve but with odium fury
envy other couldn’t knew
As oak hold us bury us loves us
As song I heard from a great singer
Walk straight
Strong back
Head raised
Look down
Right
Left
Up
Trust in yourself
Whatever you are
Be yourself
As princess Anella always want him to be Hazy no more just her prince
Aunt Mola present to Hazy the haughty hehe hazy
Wool hat new cap new gumboot
To begin his life as a bee…
Parwin Jadan
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Hazy's Escape
Hazy's Escape
Hazy went under the grey rain
Took the chilly bath
Wear the white sheet
Drink frozen water
Lighted the colorful candles
Danced the whirl wind battle
Moon hidden
behind pink ashy white shadows
Clouds traveling away
Then, Hazy walked slowly to his brown bed
Trembling so that he covered himself with white blanket remembering the sweet
memories of his haughty princess the blond sun
when he knew she is crazy about jewels and castles
don't want anything only to live in peace
Hazy saw shiny brilliant star lines of snowy colors hanging around
The blue morning step on the fogy night
Ducks is coming birds leaving
Hey my fellows let's have toast tea and lime
We have it and our eyes melting
Then they said would you like to go
home honey Hazy Hazy Hazy you want to leave now!
Hazy said' umh let it be fast, please
I hate lazy chums
Okay don’t you want to bid adieu
Oh, yes all world forgive me if I am so bad or so good
Sun set sun rise
Forest of mushroom
Grey lights oat trees
Oh, is that place?
They said soberly choose up or down
Shrink slowly hands getting woody
left side climbing like a worm from tiptoe
Creep breathes evaporate
Dancing with the white sun slow dance
What you did?
Hazy is confused' Aha, that is a really good question cause there is many things
to do…
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A door like arc tree opened' common Hazy it is like never stop kiss, dude?
Umh, well let it be in sleep so I don't feel pain
Chums said' give a decision yes or no! '
I don't want anyone feel sad if I traveled away guys
No one cry for my leaving
Because this the best decision.
Oh, let's go guys
It is like climbing and flying on the wind
Then Hazy stopped nay nay nay
I have many missions to do the sheep are Hungry and the cauliflower going to
rotten if I didn't feed it to my lovely happy chums
hazy apologized
I am sorry let it be some other day for give me
At that time they said giddy boy they laughed so why all that drama stupid Hazy
are you playing games with us, too?
Huh, no no not really but life is sweet
And I would like to eat some pomegranate
And tomorrow is my birthday
Parwin Jadan
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Hazy's Hope Of Spring
Wind's whispers
Tree's talking
Sea's walking
Sun's playing
Flowers grass's revolution
Plant's hugging
Love's calling
Air's kissing
Mountain is crying
River's laughing
Mad rain is clapping
Cloud's are hanging around
Train of lion and tiger glaring
Rabbits squirrels racing over cerulean hills
Koala and panda are dancing slow
Bees and birds flying over valley for verdant wedding
Ant's armies practice for summer's wars
Crushing fog ice frosty 's days
Marching for the will of change
New start for light
As much as sun's smiles love lives
As much as wind's blowing happiness raise
As much as rain is crying believe breed
Every time Mind and heart gasps spring's born
Pinky dreams of bright stars
Swimming in sturdy souls
Parwin Jadan
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Hoard
Hoard
Think about tomorrow
To not live in sorrow
Catch the train speedily
Don't be late
Leave the game
Hot days are fast
Cold days so long
The power of the flower few days
Ant or bee
work long to song
Bird or bear
Take a chance from May days
Build a nest stick by stick after busy day Lovely bears in a cave
Eat yellow honey with Love and Pease
Even a dream need a sleep
Think when you lose beauty
Other things will show
What you know
What you do
The original perfume lasts long
Summer's jam feed in winter
You can do
When you move
Dream to be
Hard work make you sturdy
The Iron Will spins sword to road
The old tree turn to timber so long
Merry melody runs a shiny way
Parwin Jadan
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I Know Nothing
I know Nothing
On the wood ladder
The wool carpet telling a tale
In the ring moon night
White light
the cock's cry
the west window opens
she says, 'we will leave soon'
In the yellow autumn we will leave soon…
Very soon we will leave
Taking nothing
That time is close
When the velvet pomegranate smiled
And olives said good-bye
We will leave silently
As turtle
No utters
Silent as mountain
Dogs barks sadly for the went-go
The hard worker leavers
Blond cats kissing each other
Hugging and consoling tenderly
Bunch of wolves roaring the farewell soon
Frogs is croaking
shaking his head right and left
The grape getting rotten but his sweet taste stay
If the green river runs off
He goes again one day
If he wait as camel
Gnat kisses us to show
How lucky we are
For the warm blood We have got
To keep him warm not calm
Yes it is pale leaves drop
Travel To live in a new place
To see what never ever saw
To give way to the fresh leaves born
To works very hard to see the light
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To raise her head
Blue light green light white light
Shines from the dusky moon
Cause she always in love with sun
She has a bright
Planets always together and loving as wedding
Because they hold their hands
All in one
It is true the sun is leaving
But she is coming the next day
Parwin Jadan
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If You Don'T Come!
if you don't come my life will stop
and i will die very slowly
i will melt like a candle
oh my love
i will wait and stay up late
never sleep
waiting for you
under a waterfall of chilly rain
under a black sky
and thunders will talk to me
me all alone
cold and dead...
Parwin Jadan
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In The Black Fields Flowers
In the Black Fields Flowers
Before sunrise
After sunset
Hazy is alone
Needs clowns
All his company
Went away
Tired rejected abandoned
He wanted to travel in peace
His wish achieved
Wind blowing
Eagles flying
Clouds waving
Agony of lonesome
Slash his amethyst soul
Heliotrope eyes staring
Fog shocking
Frost freezing
sensitivity plucked
blood sucked
ambergris basil carnation
behind the glass bleeding
hazy on the oak
remembering his shiny memories
a myriad mountains waning
roaring after his sweet love
packed some candies
but kept down
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhaaaaaaa
screaming come back
come back to me my love
doesn't heed
dam smashed
raining as a river
breathes taken
His naughty love kidding
and hazy believed
it's true game
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violin voices
flute winding
why playing games sweetie
your lover believe every action you do
you throw me by your lies
blond woman
away away
far far
going sing
death melody
at corn orchard
a best one
grey hair blue eyes
silver body
want to travel
my best and I friend hugging
eyes flooding
time to go home kid
oh at last I am leaving
hurry up let it be fast
and travel speedily
in his warm powerful arms
want to leave
gladly levitating
Pass with
Son Moon
Verve
The way of the world
Love is the key of all hearts
Parwin Jadan
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Join My Party
Join my party

Oh, all is black at a jester's graveyard
but the breathes of hygienic breeze
Reliving me awaken a vigor
to join the others for a party
Everyone think I am isolated but poor folks
Doesn't know my pleasures my jollies
I am saunter no shoes in my bare foot
But I can feel the warmth of the cracked rime
No wine but cup of chilly water
Enchanted me I toddle as candle flame
Telling the wanton cemetery
All about your Gorgeous laughing sharp looks
Mull over your face on the rime
Make me bizarre
They are very interested in hearing me
Astonished so much
In a way the don't say anything not even moving
At a dark spot, other things appear
Our plays are very funny
Not like others chatting
Joining hand like the roots of plants
Eating the flower jam
Ginger cake of the last year
From who get bored of it
Everything it is useless to them
For us is loot
It doesn't matter what we wear
Cause no one see the second one
For the diamond and pearl people
The burly brightness is a big deal
Lights of stars music of the insect
Singing their morning melodies
What a work? Who get married, what they dream of?
Other bugs sing for her baby to sleep
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What I see is the coffee's trace in the cup
I suggested, dancing as a Hooper
Tree's laughs secretly
Moving around your mansion as a little worm
Smashed up by your snooty guards
The dilemma is the bigger kill the smaller
But look what is the most powerful is the
Small who invade inside like the virus can damage bit by bit
As much I am rejected I have my buddies
Excites me in their calmness
They prepared for me hot cup of tea
Leaves of mint sailing as a boat
Toast for laugh and cry, my good lord
Cheers
Parwin Jadan
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King Of Spring
To the movie Director Ulas Lik
King of Spring
Tree's sea sky's heart
Calm as ocean
Tunes of violin and piano's from heaven
Strong as snow white mountain
Cozy as volcano of jewels
His rage as earth quake
Laugh like Phoebus
Night's eyes
Basil hair
Eagle stare
Run as river
Walk as tiger
Dream on clouds and stars
sunflower smile
active dynamic as squirrel
his talking like flower's whispers
Emerald's horse ego
Gentle rain kindness
Patient as a palm
Cool as lake
Slow as snow
Breath from nature
His sorrows like fog and ice
Torch in your hand of lonesome cemetery
Alone as wind
Wit as Bart Simpson
You are life as seesaw over verdant valley lighted with candles of hope
Sun moon windows of passion
Silver ladder of aspiration hanged to Venus
To good friend Ulas Lik
Parwin Jadan
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Loony Pump
Loony Pump
How can I tell you?
That I am loony in loving you
At the blue times
Hanged clothes whispered
'Don't be like seesaw
Coming and going so forth in vain, boy.'
Raven laughed at me
Doves cried
My heart split
While all is dead
And the fresh air is alive
Eyes flow as milk steaming
Heart shivering
like a women in birth
Vagrant clouds their head as the olive head
Screamed 'follow us'
Poor hens frightened on their rush
Before the cock call for food
Hens danced around me as whirlwind and said
'don't be chicken, man pshaw hhhh shame on you dupe!
I said 'Right, wind come with me '
Fat rabbits holding basil
Squirrels throwing nuts after me
Owls waving by their head with black grey hair
White sheep yawning recommend me' Don't call from far valley, dear Hazy'
Oat said 'God bliss you pal'
My brown hoary hat stolen by the burglar wind
I swear by the stars sites that
I am coming to her now
Wind, run with me
Willow's shaking their waist
My heart is raining, love
Be my ground
grew as spring's flower, honey
Nothing can stop me
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as spate rape the dam
Not your iron gate nor your glassy window even your thick body
I am mist going to soak up inside
Oh, I saw her silver face
Behind the veranda's entrance as nymph
I know she want to hear a melody
'But promise me, to open the door next'
Hum hum la la
Ra ra ra
Ho ho
Body is dead
heart is walking as tiger in night
Come beautiful butterfly
Come fly to me
Waters my stretching heart
Now, birds are waking up
Bears are sleeping
You are my clock moving inside my lines
Anyhow, while I am coming
I am going to set against you as your mirror
Have a cup of coffee
Put a pipe in my brazen lips
Fumes a lot, no one gonna see each other
Take a bath together
Do what you never ever imagined
Coddle up in your soft foxy blanket
Your bed is big as a cloud in May
Let's be as an apple halves
No sharp knife slice us, sweetie
I am your rails and you drive me as mania train
Play on your piano Hymn notes
Kissing you
as drawn ship swallow the sea's water
Oh, my pump is shaking as fish out of life
Come on love open as a flower in morn
Cease torturing me as dough in your palm
Woe, white stones smiled
I dun no why?
A black hound attacked!
Alas, God help…
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Oddness, you have left me
like a mother let go of her baby carriage
from a lofty mountain
At this instant, I have been as a poet
who all his poem burnt in one night
Lamenting that no one have been read it
Fire hunted my ogles
You hurt me as broken glass and orange coals left signs
Lass, last words
A flower in hand fads away so soon
But a flower in bush lasts a long
Remember chewing gum home the garbage at the end
Well, this is me
As the Dead Sea
how much you throw pebbles
I will wave
Time to go home, Turn to silent mountain
But one day I will walk in my way

by papo
love you All
Parwin Jadan
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Lost In The Rime Farm
Lost in the Rime Farm

An abandon dirty shepherd singing in the dead bear cave
What should I say
Or what should I do
If silver heart stopped
Mind drown and lost in desert
Yes I am thrown
On the stairs shouting no one hear no voice
Want to cry tears dried off
One smile mouth locked
Want to walk legs frozen
Want to look saw only white
Want to eat stomach squeeze as snake
Oh, now I have to say what I am
Poor listener if you can hear me
Hear me as rock or iron
Uha, abandon
Abandon as rusty train
Abandon as old games in the loft
Abandon as old tree
Abandon as castle
Abandon as cemetery
Abandon as petrol factory
Its oil vanished
Abandon as old lion
Can no more hunt
Waiting for his end
Dead sea I am no fisher
Even come close to me
No fishes only drown corpse
Only drown ships
I have become as plague
Oh, I am well that one day
All want to drink my water
When water runs off
they throw dead cats and dead rats inside
No more triumph alas, how I am glad
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That I know the full bowl is always
Preferable more than broken bowl
As hen that can't bring eggs anymore
Slaughter is her destiny
Who become like tail of cigars
Stepped on it after they put inside her misery and pain
Once a great mansion lighted with lanterns and candles
Now he is shady scary no one enter or look
Outcast cause only black cats sleep in it
Once I was a library
Now turned to a mad house
As old woman with long white her no one want to look at her
As mouth teeth dropped
Pen out of ink
Well, I am lucky and blessed a lot
To know that to know all this anguish
Every second teaches more about the others
Fogs and rainbows no one can catch
But they are real an exist
They show me the way
To the mountain and glory
To ditch every moment with welfare
Never look around only a head
To never stop whatever on the ground
As much as the heaven is open
And smiling at me
And air running in my veins
Hazy the shepherd going to fly and jump
Never stop never sleep
One day I am going to sleep forever
I see what no one can see
I know they call me mad
Yes I am mad
Mad to love and walk on the mist
To be slayer of sorrows
Laugh as tiger see his pray
I don't have treasures
I don't have loots
But I have heart stiffed with love
I have outrageous mind planted basil inside
Oh I turn dead people alive with my smiles with my dance
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On the valley on the hill swinging with trees
Heart moving as seesaw
Winds push me forward to love to catch the stars
Why fruits comes even they were hidden
Seeds comes out if they watered by heaven
Some needs care and little move they grow
Even without care
I have pit of love
Never ends up
At this time I heard
Hey, my chums calling me
Fetch for pleasure in wounds
That new blood generates
My friend Miguel calling me
And says 'fool Hazy the old bear is awake and will wait in one shoot'
Come out'
Time to watch the beautiful girls'
Party is over! '
Before they go home, put your hat
Drink some tea and becomes fire and let us runs as lion
Let's work and pull out some mint and chew
And our breaths dizzy the world
Cross the deep rivers
Then dance and whirl
Until our cloth dried off
As volcano shake our shoulders
Birds clapped
Hazy sings the clowns songs
Silent all
All shake they head as goat
Jumps as monkey
Drums of steel knocking
Wait as camel for my soul song
Oh alone yes alone I was alone
But by the way, I forget all
Loud music
Resurrection day
Now I am bleeding with pleasure and happiness
my beloved dancing in my eyes
As lemon let's laugh
Ho ho I am true
True I am true as sky
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True as water
Cold as snow
Aha but change the whole world by my deeds
Even corpse changes to useful dust
Whatever, Miguel
Grey lights or blue light or emerald
At the end they lights up the universe
Parwin Jadan
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Lovely Moments
Dream of me my cat
Let the clowns play on the piano
Water's songs
Hum hum ho ho, aha ha
Holding hands like ebbs and flows
Walking on the sand
Waves Crossing our wet wheels
Swimming and sleeping
On the dusky traveling sea
Clipping our white fingers
The catching currents
through us To an odd Island
While, both of us shuddering
We met a murky man
Hosting a hot mug of cinnamon tea
Then, to dance on the drum's knocking
Oh, you didn't like it!
Slaps me like Gorilla
Offering to dance Slow
by the sea murmuring
roughly, pulled up her silky hair
kissing, your syrupy mouth
lock you up by my hands
until wind flit off your ashen array
like a dough at my palm
you say 'Nay' and I say 'Aye'
Milky moon
Captured our wanton wags
Elm tree covered us
With her spooky shadows
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My pomegranates, asked me foolishly
'heh, how much do you love me, my sumac'
While, my eyes glimmering as a rain on the glass
I smiled and said, 'Count the air! '
Light stars begged us to dream along
Parwin Jadan
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Morning Voices
Morning voices
Oh fresh wind! filled up my nose
Light Angels opened my eyes
I hear voices
I am alone
But, I am not alone!
Things whispering in my ears
Like the shell's speech
Birds songs so sweet
Just like the mother' s lulling
Water drops like the watch clock
Doors open and shut
Hungry and angry kids clicking spoons asking for food
Cock screaming on his confused hens to cook
Mountains are yawning smokes and fogs
Sheep's jingling like the church rings
Wind breaths on tree's hair
Sea smacking by his head the cliffs
Coffee's smell with cardamom spreading
Roaming far and wide
Pauper shepherd dreaming to hold the hot cup to sip it
All say 'good morning' without knowing the meaning of beautiful morning
Women hitting carpets like drummers in a wedding
Train is traveling and peeping
The new thick air enter the windows bravely
Beautiful women with straw hair like wool
Attacking kitchen
Putting pots up and down
Filling kettles with their tired hands
Men are waiting badly the huge breakfast
Children going to school sadly
Coming home wildly
Ambush labors coughing and rushing to their working
Missing the singing of the morning
Lovers are watching the night' dating
Like the silent stove at day
To blush at night's approaching
Pen's follower covered with blanket
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Thinking of the night's voices
Frowned peasants dashing across their fields
Young girls as ostriches hurry to the looking-glass
Put up some flour and jam
some like mouse sneaking and stealing some candies with stifled laughing
some smearing women washing their body
some clowns are jigging
wishy-washy cluster deploring the morn's ecstasy
to do what they waste
who lies under vault warming themselves by the morning's flash
slothful cats stretching over the cold roofs as a bridge
wind is getting bored from dashing the stupid clouds
Try to hear the hidden voices
Parwin Jadan
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Mountain Mourning
Ocean of grey clouds scattering
Wet grass's flying
Pinky sun is escaping
Mountain's walking
Rain tears whispering
Orange Cock's crying
Spotted white black's cows hopping
Little verdant birds chanting
White rabbits jumping for change
Ring moon with his stars sisters start to say a story of change
Leaves shaking
After great pain of struggle
There is a restful peace
Time to be a clown of joy
Like brown clock throws hours
Forget black times
No more words
Time to build a castle of work
A ladder of glow
A stove burns ashy agonies
Parwin Jadan
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On The Blue Hills
On the blue hills
Sipping hot cup of mint
The suns traveling kissing my pale face
All the aches oh my heart traveled away
And storm lights away
Oh wind breezy wind
How mild how kind you are
Why, are you sad, huh?
Well, even moon fogs covers her soul
Even clouds become heavy
The moment, they cry
Reveal peace on the wet ground
This is nature, feel what you feel
Rainbow appears at the true passions
This me clear like the vapor's moon
Parwin Jadan
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Sanguine On The Tree
Sanguine on the tree
What make Hazy tipsy
Not smokes nor wine
Cause I don't drink
Not even have a pipe
It’s the bliss of my happy soul
So try to understand me chums
Hazy under the rain
Why I am not afraid of the rain
Only only only afraid of my heart
Heart and heart the hardest part
How much I wish to be like the rain
That fall and travel wherever
Freely happily boldly
Some white dogs laughed and said
Hey look at that white moon is your damn soul
But grey clouds dancing around
Is it your destiny to be a golden sun
Gives light while you are burning huh huh
You are a brown cloud that no one can know or see
Cause what the shepherd wants is only to lead his flock to peace
For that reason I am the happiest Hazy in the world
Hazy want to be nature like
In best mind
Best shape
Best soul
Snail asks me while she is smoking
Comeon man what is the secret?
Hazy kissing a red flower
Ok well man, I tell you
Don't tell others, right
Yeah yeah say it then kill me
I hold a rope reach the sky
Then the snail looked up
Dropped down from tree
Passed away
Hazy dancing with hens wondering
Why?
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Dead breaths around
Dead eyes
Dead souls
Dead hand
Dead body
Dead word dead heart
Around as raven and owls
Hovering like snakes
Crocodiles sharks monkeys
Hovering around want to steal the smiles of the heart
So well, as much my chums dancing with me the wind dance I am Hazy forever
Parwin Jadan
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Saunter In Pumpkin Land
Don't lock the door!
Don't lock the door, my angel
I know you will not hear me
I know you will hear me when I go
Don't open the door when spring is gone
Don't read in the dark
Read at the sunbeam
Sail not in the storm
Don't hang your washing in the wet rainy days
Don't flame up the fireplace in June
Don't wear silk in November
Dance not at funereal
Don't wake up at the last of the Night
Get not in the train when it's stopped
Don't work at mist
Don't open your heart
When others were blocked
Swim not in an empty moor
Don't take off your costume in December
Don't crunch carrots when you have no teeth
When your back's bow Like snail
Eye glasses stick your eyes
And your broken mirror laughs
Children call after you 'colorful clown'
At that time, you will know
Don't lock the door
Don't throw the key to the sea
But kiss me a lot my beloved
Parwin Jadan
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Skies Tales
Skies Tales
Hazy is smoking pipe
In a foggy night
Wandering in the pine and willow forest
Wondering why his beloved ignored him
Crazy wind
Rushing rain
Dim eve
Wet ground
Life is like ebbs and floes
Left alone
Left alone
Abandon as dried well
'Leave pain's shadows
Forget the pain voices'
'But never alone'
The blue clouds assured
Wind voices talked to me
Build a rope of light reach the sky
Mountain's shadows whispering
To join the ant's army
Gigantic purple waves wheeling
To the bee's island
That's right I lost the war against you baby
Rejecting me so harshly as a granite dam of your ego
Now I am free of you sweet lemon sun
Soul dwelling heaven
Steps of fire
Smiles of sunflower
Well of tears watering an olive in my mind
Train of tears watering an oak inside my heart
grateful to you my love you have left in peace
Grand pain generate great relieve
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Now I am living in azure heaven
Parwin Jadan
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Smokes Of Sorrows
Smokes of Sorrows
Lost heart
Blind gate
Eyes in mist
Mind is traveling to land of nowhere
I watch my tomb beloved
Like sun sleeps on sea
My sweetheart I rain on your heart
But, poor heart
Alas, my beloved changed
To a dead sea
Frozen heart
Stopped heart
Silent volcano under ocean of rime
Phantom and shadows of gloom
Cruelest dear forget my amour in glimpse
Your rainbow's memories echo like whispers of the shell
Kept alive as olive in glass planet
Parwin Jadan
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Sparkling Saver
In agony of lonesome casket
Icy tiger friend raised
Let me die before you
If you tear up frozen tears
Our talking like flowers whisper
Tone of rain
Smell of the rain on the wet grass
With you sweet eagle I turn to a clown
Free natural dance on wind
You are my sea I sleep on it
Cloud of joy and dreaming on it
I am the lost river and u are the wise ocean
You’re the light of my eye
Your tender smile revive my soul
You re open golden window and I am the curtain
I am the train of hopes and you are the driver
You are the fire and me the wood
I am the oyster and you re the pearl
I am the water and you are the wave
I am the ink and you are the pen
Let me turn to sweets and candy chocolate
Eat me my hawk when you' re hungry
I am the flute and you’re the charming tunes
You re the orange sunrise and I am grey sunset
I am the tolerant oak and you re the shining olive
Door of rainbow is my friend
Parwin Jadan
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Star's Destiny
Star's Destiny
Misty night black white cats outside
Hazy on a dead chimney
Dead stove only smokes rising
Hazy singing stars songs
His eyes snowing
Bright small beautiful I am
All wants be like me
Alone alone only darkness inside
Far far from all
Lights only at night
Comes as dreams
Never ever at day
Because love works
In dreams and night's silence
Morning to see
But not stars
Anyhow stars fall in love
With Earth
Whatever the destiny be
Parwin Jadan
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The Glitter Cockroach And The Bushy Ogre
The Jealousy flu
Sanguine Hazy
Hazy and the sleepy bashful pomegranates
A fig tree born from whispers of the cave
Olive trees juiced from the solidity of pallid mountain
After a vivid rain
Before that was a fight between grey and white blur
Eagle tiger lion vapors speaking together
Hazy can't sleep, his jubilant sheep telling him a story to put him to asleep
The Glitter Cockroach and the Bushy Ogre

Once upon a time in The Pineapple Lands
Hazy; the herd canopied by his blond kitten his gorgeous princess Anella want
just to catch her shadow
Here is the whole tale happened at a throng cage
Mr. Cockroach can't work can't do only thinking of the others? ? ?
Wear old dusty clothes wear stolen jewels eat only balls of grime, ho ho ho
He has hot fellow Mr. Ogre womanizer adore doing things in night only at night
Sleeps a lot too a lot
To gawk at naked bodies and fetch fetish
Don't gape at morn or else you puke
After hard work soiree…
Query
One day the boss; cockroach puzzled why that hunky herd never get tired of
working priceless? After two hours of making up of dirt wearing his black-white
jacket under sugary-shirt calling:
Oh, dear Hazy mahy may oh lah lah no no how lucky you are no girlfriend to
think or to love or to feel I wish to be like you but. Alas I have a broken heart of
most beautiful princess in the world Lovana her grassy eyes palm walk umh
ebony hair drive me crazy, but you don't have anybody bother your heart you
work as donkey, man, as mole hum why? Listen I am your best friend who is in
that youthful pulp..?
Hazy looking up and down around talking to himself 'sometimes there secrets
man can't notify.'
The sitful cockroach stand up shouting
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Lonny kid so you are not human come-on
Who? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
That happy pretty lady ate your mind
Say her name and I let her genuflect beneath your fingers
Hazy staggered' I am a man can't trust '
Cockroach mind-boggling 'your brother is made of deep well like abyss.
Hazy 'you have promised me no one in the world must know! '
At that tick the cockroach eyes was playing merry go round, 'go ahead all human
like you and all knew that your bunch of sheep get lost yesterday from your off
mind and only eating carrots and apples! ! !
Hazy laughing 'Aha right fellow cause there was nothing to eat only this, it is not
from women, dear and only ate mint cause it is free on the tombs…humhhhh
Cockroach' yak how can you eat such thing?
Hazy as intelligence guy 'yea aye who is in your heart first Cockroach?
Cockroach' my dear group of yellow spiders told me 'Lovana follow me as
shadow'
Hazy who is Lovana?
Cockroach offffffff don't you know the little princess.
Hazy secretly smiling' so you are close on the road
Cockroach nauseatingly goggling at hazy harlequin form.
Hazy's cerulean heart quivering' never forget no body must know my cute
cockroach'
Cockroach trust me baby.
To satisfy the cockroach questing badly Hazy 'her sister'
Cockroach 'shame on you! Or you barmy you love the same one of mine'
Hazy stand up God forbear, the princess… the older one
Cocky stabbed 'oh you are never ever little oh you are so devil oh you took the
best one!
Hazy 'what best what? we are from different planet she from up and sun and me
from moon.
Cockroach 'Heheeee once her sister Lovana was in love with me in past follow me
as niggard always, but the jealousy Midi the white donkey split the heart from
the soul and the cow Anoka presented other noble guys but look dear Hazy
always be with me to see what the princess doing eating dancing chatting
thinking playing and reading, I am genius in such stuff? ?
Hazy' This is stupid games it's not my ways really I don't like that but why I can't
believe you?
Cockroach put some mire and Hazy wash his face 'Be with Me and the woman is
yours forever.
Hazy 'but, my lovely sheep? ? ?
Cockroach let aunt anti Mola care about them she is brawny, think about
yourself.
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Hazy oh Mr. cockroach your problem sweet pie! you think I am not happy I see
my love in every second I live.
Cockroach 'So no woman can't bear your fancy world
be factual ha ha ha you never find playful times you are as old old old tiger can't
hunt anymore…'
Hazy 'Nay, but I am hungry I work a lot so I need to eat spinach parsley and
Jew's Malta.
Cockroach 'No no no food just watch and see what they are doing, baby.
Hazy surrendered well, I give all my dreams songs heart imagination
feeling/interrupting him Cockroach 'shush you must tell me the details is the way
to their heart lad, now let me decorate you as nobleman until princess Anella
notice you'
'Let's stalk as prince slowly we have very long time very long time to (the Mud
hut) there is this odor make you glad urine for wash and stool for make up there
our thoughts walk.
Hazy at the name of princess Anella decided to bear everything to get his love
and the poor boy turned as yoyo accompany the glimmer cockroach.
SWAYED
One in a sunny day hey day they met the Ogre is yawing want to be messenger
of looks letters
Asking 'What's wrong with you Hazy oh, you are very handsome and soapy
brown hair as wave oliva damn eyes you what are you doing?
Hazy working in the meadows climbing mountain singing dancing the bear dance
I live in very happy times cause I am alive.
Ogre and cockroach make a dam front of princess Anella an Lovana and their
safeguard elephant hippo if any mouse or turtle going to look or watch.
DUMMY HAZY
Day after day hazy became as marionette doing what they say as obedient slave
and all he gets from the secret attic feed it to his new accompany gave it to
them.
Every time they come just across the Vital Castle hazy eyes turn to a clouds
without drops.
Ogre and cockroach always chew the fat each other by the sewer gutter for hours
and hazy, too
About how that fool be patient all that time?
How can he believe this fake play and illusions and never get upset or angry or
even be lunatic?
Blaze the Heart
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They build a plan an orphan youth make a relation with Anella to break Hazy's
heart this gossip turned hazy upside down forget all his life and anger and
jealousy make him put dust in his own eyes to not see Anella again and become
as silent rock.
All the pineapple folks hated him cause he turned sloth burned with rage and
anger can't sing even though he was only hurl his pain to God.
JUGGLER
Ogre and cockroach sucks Hazy's own blood and Hazy has no appetite for food
only having water to keep him alive waiting for his relieve.

Aunt Mola; Hazy's relative
Sick sheep get lost cause he slept in spider's web and flu disease attacks all the
people of pineapple's lands
Aunt Mola mourn 'where is the tornado herd? Weeping and her eyes become very
weak cause she is doing what the young herd have done before of planting trees
fixing the houses healing the ill people by the green tea lemon herbs.
Mute in the party
Everybody left Hazy alone in the storm of hate jealousy and control
All and sundry knows the whole plague came from Mr. Ogre and the boss, so no
one can help the poor herd even Hazy's old fellow Hoary; was busy in the Cocoa
Tavern of birds and rabbits.
ENNUI
Boredom eating the boss and the ogre and said
'you freak coward you can't help us you care not about us just as dupe drinking
water and here we are suffering and you always silent can't help your own friend
what a friend you are? ? ? ho ho ha
Hazy 'look I am not afraid but I respect her majesty to not bother they by my
present.
The boss said' after two years making me waiting you don't care about me only
your silence putting me crazy.
VALIANT
Hazy as brave leader catch Princess Lovana's noble hand and showed all his
friend Cockroach love to Lovana even he is blind show all his knowledge and
talents for his friends at that time princess Anella thought that her favorite herd,
who used to sing for her from far valley in love with her own sister Lovana and
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the war start to eat her heart as volcano and Hazy doing his best to show others
love to beautiful princess Lovana felt happy with such hunky guy dancing around
as little girl saw
Santa clause cause she didn't find anybody as true as Hazy.
HEARSAY
Tittle-tattle buzz scandal peppered that hazy is madly in love with Lovana.
And all his mind is mixed with Anella who hate him more than when she loved his
tone.

ACCUSE
Hazy thought he won the war and turned to a clown of jollies watch himself at
the mirror for hours and cockroach and ogre asked frogs help to know what Hazy
passions and knew it fro a pieces of broken mirror.
Hazy deliberation that Lovana told Anella that Hazy is real man youthful noble
and praised hazy front of her but the play went down and sunk because Anella's
ill-thinking is that Lavana is in love with Hazy
In the back yard castle, cockroach said that His love doesn’t has attention or
consideration to the boss or admiration that Lovana gives the whole care to you
Hazy might she is in love with you, Hazy?

CHALLENGE
Hazy never ever say that this impossible and I am going to prove it for you my
best friend wait and see.
Hazy spending long time in hut cockroach Ogre locks hus hair as noble blood as
high elite class wearing bracelet putting perfumes from uncle Mosha's market
On the red edge the pineapple lands went and Anti Mola left and Hazy's cottage
turned to a trash
The rally getting longer and longer for the favor of Mr. cockroach who is trying to
dash hazy to the pit shift
While Anella depressed that happy hazy escort the dirtiest creatures in the world
and want to tell such folks about her that what put her in anger and jealousy,
too.
THE SPANK
Hoary felt about Hazy's idiocy and slap him and said
Everything is odd you odd not the hazy I knew who faced the world with no cloth
no form only bold cobalt heart now, you like fop as others I run from such model
always talking to mirror are you losing your sane you even don't visit me any
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longer what's wrong? Con.
Hazy can't let others suffer for him went madly to put dust more in his eyes.
RANCOR
Devil cockroach never ever let Hazy and Anella meet by poisoning Hazy's heart
that Lovana who care's about Hazy.
BOOBY TRAP
At Hazy's birthday cockroach brought a brilliant gift for hazy and hazy for the
first time someone present a gift in the castle front of Anella own sight but Anella
is cheated by wolves games Hazy with strong will want to confess all for the
princess even if he died
White clouds black clouds sun playing hide and seek wind walking with Hazy
Cockroach what a form what a style to see your Anella today I am going to
introduce you to the princess Anella as you have done for me before to know that
I am your best friend
Hazy' As you wish even you didn't do that you are my best friend'
Cockroach' so you don't need me '
Hazy' Not really but let God judge I believe a lot in his fair.
Cockroach 'OOOOffffffffffffffffffffffffffff………..if you didn't listen to my dispirit with
Lovana.
EMERALD'S BIRTHDAY
Sky curved to a negro grey heaven raining angrily roads getting cleaner
thunder's bolt striking
In the room of worm snakes, snails and bugs cockroach gave red poisoned sugar
Hazy said 'thank you now I am going to sing for my birthday!
Cockroach pleased while hazy chocking and the boss laughing he is dying but
Hoary put in Hazy's sack bottle of water when he drink it he felt better little
Cockroach let me lock your hair
Hazy if I looked the whole world no body cares about me as you Glitter good
friend thanks!
Cockroach' don't thank me I am your brother let make you up as groom in his
first night.
Hazy common don't say that that make me want to piss
While he is cheerful and plucking Haze's hair no man I love three white curls.
Cockroach' shame on you three white hair in your head what if the princess saw
it hum? ? ?
Hazy 'love doesn't think about such things it is soul sympathetic'
Cockroach ' Women care about the polished form'
Hazy 'yea it's work for some but the true women needs care love kind word
warm touch to equal men in same handling sharing appreciate'
Cockroach 'From which donkey you save this words huh Hazy' From nature care
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about her seed fine weather day after day you get the wheat harvest
Cockroach' In reality this is garbage let me put eye nobles lines for you' coals
powder' hazy felt as knives going in his eyes then he wash it and God gifted hazy
with sea's eyes and knew at that jiffy who is his real enemy and he accompanied
a pig but not for sure yet

FOE
It is raining as flood is invading
In the castle's garden Anella's holding an umbrella guards around her but she is
wailing with sorrows Hazy just looking up and behind him backbite with nails
dirt's dead hair sucking his blood and he almost faint and agony moment dancing
Hazy saw black sturdy eagle roving as his soul and felt that Anella went under
the rain to die as queen not as slave Hazy smashed the cockroach in one blow
then run as tiger to save his beloved swimming in the flood to get his own heart
who was coming across to save her heart too
At the Lantern Hall
Souls whispering words slept and felt as a little born baby and someone feed him
milk banana cookies as new pen new book new house and all world become
flowers pinky red white green black blue and rainbow smiled brown carpet.
After the rain cockroach came didn't died yet touching and kissing Anella's white
fingers and asking Anella how's she but Anella knew what He is so didn't care
about smashed cockroach
REFURBISH
On the way to haze's cottage he realized the bitter taste of truth burned the
black memory of old friends washed his cottage worked a lot cleaned all sewer
with limes and oranges peels can't stop then lamenting in regret and repent of
his awful sins
Hazy can't cry anymore
Just sitting alone
Regret sucks his mind
Went bare foot on the snow
sleep in water
Angry went angry went away
Only why? Why? Why?
I damn trust trust in a devil friend like
Friend is only nature flower animal floods volcano quakes thunders Angels
But not in masks, now I am going to sing the last song and see what going to
happen
Traveling away traveling away
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Smiles with me not sad cause I always live with my second divided from the
moment I born and in paradise we might meet that depend on my deeds chums
Flute harp playing tapping drums
Doves came as seesaw
The result of red black white cat candies
Strange I am but everywhere I sing from my sanguine heart this song
Oh ho ho oha ho ho ha ha ha hammmmmmmmmmmmmm
Wise white man I am not mad
Wise white man
I am mad to live love
Mad to give to live and light the world in peace
Doctor butcher pills can't stop the heart to beat to read and lead I do respect you
I do respect you
As much the sky is raised and sea exist and open
No no one in the world can say that hazy is nutty
I am mad yes I am mad I am mad only for working working working
Heaven and earth sing dance as white tiger
Past is dead as tomb R.I.P
Grey writing on it always save it in mind
Evil rest burn in hell
Aid hour
Sheep jumped from the valley
Turn on the moon little moon
Light sun
One group of real flock
Comeback as dream
On white cloud
Dancing all joined hands circle dance
As one book
The green cover
The white begging
The black hours
No end
Always open rive
Big verdant valley
AID
Pineapple lands welcomed him as prince
And forget that he was absent from truth
Absent from his believe
From the milting eyes of Anella
Hoary took him to accept everything cause power is to let devil loves you and
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never ever get you and without jealousy some can't improve but with odium fury
envy other couldn’t knew
As oak hold us bury us loves us
As song I heard from a great singer
Walk straight
Strong back
Head raised
Look down
Right
Left
Up
Trust in yourself
Whatever you are
Be yourself
As princess Anella always want him to be Hazy no more just her prince
Aunt Mola present to Hazy the haughty hehe hazy
Wool hat new cap new gumboot
To begin his life as a bee…
Parwin Jadan
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Tramp Flies To The Sun
The elevated mind
The traveled heart The fountain soul
My close friend Fog Grey
You and I say the same word
Smile the clown's gesture
Dance like spikes in desert
Our heart beats at one time
Like loin and tiger we walk
Hover on sky's face
Laugh and open the doors of the sky
Adore the beautiful places
As bee's always hang around the flowers
Sleep lovely like bears
My best friend of my life
Traveled to a new city
To live the hectic life
My emerald shadow left me
Taught me to awake as sun's smile
And stair in days as fire eagle
Tough lesson to be alone
Time to mourn like rain
Hey my role mode
I am going to follow your steel steps
Heart raining my chum
Brain is in mist
Clouds attacks my soul
Eyes melting like snow
Tunes of wind blowing
About breeze farewell
I must leave but I don't where
Should my second part to leave home
And leave my sweet memories
Playing football like rabbits
Swinging on trees as koala and panda
Watching lemon orange girls
Drinking cinnamon tea
Shaking hands knotted as roots of tree
Gathering together like pile of rocks
Eating banquet of laughs and jokes
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Don't blame my bold tears
aha, alas not precious friend
I have drunk your words as heaven water
We didn't depart white tiger
United soul as sea and river
Destiny of who follow stars
To wander in the dream lands
To hear the valley's voice
To catch the mountain's beard
Dive in the ocean quakes
Hey wind warrior waving
Hawk's flying frozen tears
Ox's running to far lands
Leading a bunch of poor lads
Rally round his people like flame lion
As army of ants and bees
Holding weapons of vigor
One life to prove best ways
Best company your breath
So afraid not of glooms
This life has got many lakes
Pure lake or mud lake
Well of tears waters or smiles
Tree's of cheerful eyes we confirm
Tunes of silent love we sing
Breaths of carnation and ambergris
My Fog Grey friend
Has got traveler heart as clouds and waves
Resident mind as cliffs
His key to life stare in agony walls
Wait for day and see your own light
Wait for night and notice your own shadow
His proverb' I live on silver papers, dies on blue papers'
His pineapple pal said' Fog Grey, you a rock to the smokes of life and rain to
people, ho h ho.
Respectful writer
We are alive in your rime words
Alive in the tramps melodies
Sighs of wrecked lovers
So respected writer you are our spring
And you will come back with flowers and fountains wearing a mountain hat of
glory
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Parwin Jadan
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Truly Mad
I bear to be dumb, deaf and blind
I can bear to be burned alive
Buried alive
Chopped by butcher
Drink blood
Be a banquet for Cannibal
Sleep among dead
To be a slave to a wicked witch
Drink sea's water
Play with snakes
To turn into frog bug or dog
Dance with seven dwarfs
Climb all mountains
Gulp asp poison
Stabbed by freak thief
Hanged by Niggard
Walk along with group of Jokers
Kill every locust
Eat so much corn
Swim in seven seas
Eat bitter oaks
Always have flu never heal
Smoke Marihuana
Until become a chimney
Be naked in North Island
Married to Hussies
Kissed by Grannies
To be gnome for giant
Swallowed by a whale
Whirl in tornado's rage
Devour hottest Cayenne
before going to bed
Cooked in volcano's blaze
Yet, to live in Hades
Woe! What I can't bear,
To stay away from you…
Parwin Jadan
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Tunes Of My Shattered Heart
Serene Night
As bat in day
Moon as yellow banana welcomes
My beautiful princess
Stars are your guards
Cats singing
Owls clapping
Mouse dancing circle dance
Hehe my beautiful princess
Even my buried heart
My heart still breathing
Don’t be ashamed
Run on the dark flower
Let your white foot bleed
Touch my foggy body
Touch my blur eyes
Touch my metal hair
Pour hot cup of tea in my eyes
I will not be hurt
No pain
Ah, my bones a fire walking inside
Don't wail or cry
Let me hear your laughs
This will be amuse for my brown hazelnut heart
Still my heart hiding
Like a mole
Blaze playing inside my veins
As frogs jumping in a stream
Don’t go away
Be close as artery is heart's neighbor
All my life turned to spring
Only when I know that you are dancing
As waterfall on my soul
Bring some watermelon and pumpkin
As present to my torn heart
Don't put roses on my house
Hold a basket of lemon
Scatter it every where
Believe me
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Worms and snakes are my enemies
Parwin Jadan
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Twirl In Sneaky Smokes
Twirl in Sneaky Smokes
Free bird I am
Storms of new dead spring
Turned to a sun's shadow
Stopped crushed burnt shattered heart
Running on a grey grass
River of frozen tears
Breath under frosty water
Dance like fire shadows
Smile like sunset
Sing snows songs
My sweetheart forgot me
Simply swallowed my heart
Soul lives between pinky silver black clouds
A machine I am walking on air sleeping in graveyard crying as rain laughing as
sunflower
Adieu love buried in a glass casket
Blonde lass Beloved Saved my soul to hover in heaven
Grateful you released my soul to soar
My roots dwells upon sky
Body branches spread on soil
Thankful babe you forgot me in a second
Now my soul sleeping with stars
Dancing as ash in space
Parwin Jadan
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Where Are You?
Where are you?
Between the white mountain
Between the black river
Sunset
Sunrise
Between the grey valley
River's walking
Between the bright stars no light
Only space
I have become like a river leaving
To no where
Even clouds can't hide her passions
Weep on the world
Turn it widely
You as waterfall pouring on my head
Heart like space
Absent all pebbles or rocks
Sleeping inside my belly
I don't know why I am so mad
So odd as a arrant dog
Oh my love u clog me as shadows
Can't let u away
Not even is real or true
I am always my love running
As wind afraid to lose you
Why I see nothing only you
If there is heal
take my olive eyes
But, alas! You have been built inside as church
If I can take any thing from the flies
In that time I can wipe you from my mind
If someone can hear the tombs
Might know who much I am missing her wheat willow hair
Hold she in my arms
Climb on the clouds
Kiss your grey lips
As roots suck water
But, oh! sweet love
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But sweet love there is no joy
Compel the enjoyment
When the fog flush
Then to see the sky again
After the crazy storm
Smell of dancing ground
Birds plays
Rainbow is my love
That no one can catch
Parwin Jadan
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